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ABSTRACT : Indian is an agriculture based country, where more than 50 per cent of population is
depend on agriculture. This structures the main source of income. The commitment of agribusiness in
the national income in India is all the more, subsequently, it is said that agriculture in India is a
backbone for Indian Economy. The majority of the rural producers are unable to understand and
interpret the market and price behaviour to their advantages. Hence, market information and intelligence
are crucial to enable farmers and traders to make informed decisions about what to grow, when to sell,
and where to sell. The price forecasts are made by analyzing the prices of agricultural commodities
concerned over 17 years using advanced statistical tools like ARIMA, ARCH, GARCH models,
comparing the same with prices of futures markets and national and international reports of trade
surveys besides conducting state level trade surveys. Under the project price forecasts were made for
chilli twice once during Kharif season for 2 years from Kharif 2017-18 and 2018-19. Thus, out of total
4 price forecasts 3 price forecasts with more than 90 per cent precision were developed and disseminated
through various means like university website, university magazine “Vyavasayam”, SMS to contact
farmers, All India radio, farmers’ trainings and meetings, etc.
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